
RESTRICTAFLOW VALVE  

AC17-039

Restrictaflow valve.
Dual function, can also be used as an isolation valve for maintenance. 

PRODUCT NUMBER

AC17-039

FEATURES

Material    Brass - Chrome plated

Gross weight   0.15 kg

Type of fixing   15mm compression

Nominal flow rate   4L/min 

Easy to unblock (if ever blocked)  Simply reverse valve (half turn)  

Additional features  

Can also be used as an isolating valve to aid maintenance
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Install Restrictaflow units to all your washroom taps, in 
fact anywhere that water flow needs restricting - you 
will make enormous savings. Your water bill will be 
reduced as well as your sewage charge - and, where 
hot water is involved, you’ll save on energy costs. 

Restrict water wastage...Save money!

The amount of water saved is determined by your 
pressure and the amount of usage. However, you 
can expect savings of approximately 40% and the 
unit is so inexpensive that you can be confident of 
recovering the cost in a few weeks.

Save water and energy costs...with 
Restrictaflow!

Restrictaflow is absolutely maintenance free and, in 
the unlikely event of a blockage, the valve can be 
reversed with a half turn of a screwdriver where the 
water pressure clears it. A quarter turn turn totally 
impedes the flow, making the unit into an isolating 
valve thus allowing tap maintenance without turning 
off the whole supply. If you are considering fitting 
isolating valves, by installing Restrictaflow you get all 
these benefits at no extra cost.

A further and important advantage is that you can 
identify immediately where they are fitted. With 
restrictors fitted inside taps it is not obvious whether 
they have been removed by a maintenance engineer.

Features include:

Restricts the flow, saving water, sewage and •	
energy costs
Can also be used as an isolating valve•	
Blockages, albeit unlikely, can be cleared by just •	
reversing  
the valve
Very low cost - pay back time a few weeks•	
Fitting quick and simple•	
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Right: Comparison between flow rates for 15mm and 2mm at various 
pressures.

Exact savings are difficult to predict, but this graph gives an indication of 
the likely effect of Restrictaflow for different water pressures.

Water In: 20L/min Water Out: 6L/min

Restrictaflow saves you: 14L/min (dependent on BAR pressure)
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